FROM BLACK TO BLUE
Moving the climate focus beyond carbon
and on to water: Understanding water-stress
exposure in an investment portfolio
Russell Investments Research Summary

A lot of work has gone into identifying how carbon can be measured, managed and invested in
for tomorrow’s green economy. But there is more to the “E” in environmental than carbon. Here
we ask: “what is the next big thing in the environmental space?”– for us, it’s water.
Water risks are regional, multi-dimensional and very distinct from carbon. In researching how to
incorporate water issues systematically into an investment portfolio we have identified:

#1

The who, what, why and how of water-related investment
themes.

#2

Four key considerations for investors seeking to incorporate
water into their portfolio.

#3

Existing water-based frameworks and data sets are
inadequate. Use our decision-tree approach to enhance
decision making.

Overall, we have concluded that the current water-related investment tools available are
insufficient and inhibit investors from converting insights into meaningful action. So, we have
developed a unique decision-tree approach to tackle this problem and better enable investors to
make material investment decisions.

Risks related to water
Water risks are multi-dimensional
The impact of water-related risks on communities is potentially catastrophic, given water’s
place as a critical input to all facets of life. It is this that makes risks related to water multidimensional. Furthermore, not only do we need to know how much water is used (i.e. volume),
but we also need to plot that against where the unit of water is used (location).
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Water risks are distinct from carbon – introducing physical risks
Unlike carbon risks, water-related risks primarily relate to physical risks associated with climate
change. Physical risks can be broken down into direct and indirect. Physical risks include
direct damage to assets while indirect risks cover supply chain disruptions and water
availability, for example.

Who, what, how and why of water-related investment
themes
Many frameworks touch on the water, including: The Task force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD); The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB); The Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI); United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs); The
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) and Ceres’ Investor Toolkit.

The
reasonableness
of producing a
portfolio-wide
water metric is
less clear than
in the case of
carbon footprint.

Given the amount of work that has already been devoted to the topic of water by these
organisations, we ask: “what collective insights can we leverage?”. By analysing each of these
frameworks, we have identified that together they can, roughly speaking, help to address the
“who, what, why and” of water-related themes.


Who: Be industry-specific and identify industries where water really matters to the
portfolio



What: Include location to add other dimensions to the data



How: Recognise that water data is still developing



Why: Be forward-looking and think outside the box to recognise proactive companies

Four key considerations for investors seeking to
incorporate water into their portfolio
Armed with an understanding of some of the key issues surrounding water, we next turn to the
available data. In asking “’what is the current state of water data in terms of both quantity and
quality?” we’ve identified four key considerations for investors seeking to incorporate water into
an investment portfolio

Consideration #1: Data reporting is low


For securities in the global large cap universe, water withdrawal coverage is 43%. In
industries where water is a material issue, coverage tends to be higher with industries
such as chemicals, metal & mining and semiconductors above 80%1.



Water consumption is a material issue for only a few industries, so as one would expect,
coverage on water consumption is lower than withdrawal at roughly 16% for the MSCI
ACWI Index.



Given that water is not necessarily a material issue for all companies, coupled with the
additional insight that coverage at the universe level is low, the reasonableness of
producing a portfolio-wide water metric is less clear than in the case of carbon footprint.



We have found that there are many industries where water is a financially material issue,
but companies are not disclosing. This suggests ample opportunities exist for engaging
with companies about improving water-related disclosures.

1

Source of data throughout this document Russell Investments unless otherwise stated.
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Consideration #2: Water usage is highly concentrated


Water usage, both in terms of withdrawal and consumption, is highly concentrated in a
handful of companies. This is similar to what is observed in carbon data: a small number
of companies make up a significant share of a portfolios aggregate carbon emissions.



In the case of water withdrawal, this feature is even more extreme with 10% of companies
contributing 91% of the portfolio’s aggregate water withdrawal.



The highest water usage is found in the utilities, materials and energy sectors

Consideration #3: The market is highly exposed to water-stressed regions


When it comes to understanding water risks, a regional lens is critical.



Ideally, available data would tell us not just how much water was consumed, but also what
percent was in high-stress regions. Unfortunately, the data is not this granular (yet).
Instead, we proxy for exposure to high-risk regions by looking at companies with more
than 20% of operations in high water-risk regions. We find that 71% of the companies in
the portfolio meet this criterion, suggesting exposure to regional water risk is significant.



There are a lot of companies in high-risk regions, but these are not necessarily high waterusers. That’s the (relatively) good news. The bad news is that there are significant
unknown risks in the high-risk regions: 32% of companies have exposure to high-risk
regions and do not disclose water use.

The highest
water usage is
found in the
utilities,
materials and
energy sectors.

Consideration #4: Identify forward-looking information and proactive
companies


One piece of forward-looking data that can be considered is a company’s water-related
targets. Increasingly these are being reported in corporate disclosures where water is a
material part of a company’s business.



Where water is a material issue, approximately 29% of companies by name count have
set water-use targets. The underlying premise here is that companies going to the effort to
set a water reduction target are making a higher commitment to manage water use than a
peer with comparable water use who has not.

Turning research into action: A decision-tree approach
Understanding water-related risks is a vital component of evaluating the long-term
sustainability risks and opportunities of an investment portfolio. However, the tools for properly
assessing water-related issues systematically are still developing. Through this research we
have found that the existing frameworks and data sets for water are in our view, insufficient
and inhibit investors from converting insights into meaningful action.
The most useful tool we have found for combining the myriad of considerations into a simple
actionable framework is a decision tree approach (overleaf). This tree can be used to sort
companies into three buckets: those targeted for improved water disclosure; those added to a
water watchlist or underweighted and finally those where no water-related action necessary.
In using this structured approach, we have identified the following:


Better disclosure is the first step



Avoid penalsing companies who are industry leaders



Identify the sources of highest known risk in the portfolio



Incorporate positive attributes and forward-looking metrics

Armed with this framework as a starting point, we can now start tackling the challenge of
addressing this critical element of “E” within environmental, social and governance (ESG) more
explicitly.
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Decision-tree approach to sorting companies in the portfolio

Source: Russell Investments, for illustrative purposes only.

Conclusion
A nuanced topic that requires a thoughtful line of attack
In the full research paper, we provide an overview of key water-related investment issues, an
assessment of water data as well as a new framework for incorporating water issues into an
investment process.
Ultimately, although many useful industry groups and frameworks have emerged over the last
few years, data limitations will inhibit investors from converting the insights from these
frameworks into action. The most useful tool we have found for combining the myriad of
considerations into a simple actionable framework is the decision tree approach. Armed with
this framework as a starting point, we can now start tackling the challenge of addressing this
critical element of “E” within ESG more explicitly.
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Details of the methodology and analysis used in our
research is included in the full research paper, available
upon request. Please contact us to obtain a copy.
About Russell Investments
Russell Investments is a global asset manager with a unique set of capabilities that we believe is essential to managing your
total portfolio and to meeting your desired outcome. At Russell Investments, we stand with you, whether you’re an institutional
investor, a financial adviser, or an individual guided by an adviser’s personalised advice. We believe the best way to reach your
desired outcomes is with a multi-asset approach that combines: asset allocation, capital markets insights, factor exposures,
manager research and portfolio implementation

For more information
Call Russell Investments at 0800 357 6633 or
visit russellinvestments.co.nz

Important information
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from sources considered to be reliable but is not guaranteed. This publication provides general information only and should
not be relied upon in making an investment decision. Before making an investment decision, you need to consider whether
this information is appropriate to your objectives, financial situation and needs. All investments are subject to risks. Past
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Transition Management Services are provided by Russell
Investment Management Ltd ABN 53 068 338 974, AFS Licence 247185 (RIM). RIM is licensed in Australia by the
Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC). RIM may delegate services to its related party Russell
Investments Implementation Services, LLC., a SEC registered investment adviser and broker-dealer member FINRA /
SIPC. Russell Investments Implementation Services, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Russell Investments US
Institutional HoldCo. Nothing in this publication is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities or investment advice, nor an
opinion regarding the appropriateness of any investment, nor a solicitation of any type. This information is made available
on an "as is" basis. Copyright © 2019 Russell Investments. All rights reserved. This material is proprietary and may not be
reproduced, transferred, or distributed in any form without prior written permission from Russell Investments. Date of first
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